
 
Maley Myths:  Exposing Popular Misconceptions and Untruths: 

 
This document prepared for information purposes from reliable sources by the Sudbury Chapter of the Canadian 

Association of Retired Persons (CARP) and Friendly to Seniors – Sudbury without prejudice.  
 
What exactly is the Maley Drive “Extension” Project?  Long a priority and endorsed by past city councils and 
business interests many citizens have little knowledge as to what the proposal actually involves.  What will be 
the real costs for the project and what other worthwhile endeavors might be sacrificed such as repair and 
maintenance of present infrastructure or other capital projects of greater value to the community and its 
residents without significant borrowing and/or raising taxes? Like an ancient story there are many myths that 
will be examined in detail for a better understanding of all the factors that deserve full disclosure.  
 
Myth One: Maley Drive is a road north to the “valley” area – specifically Hanmer from Barrydowne Road.  
 
Fact:  The Maley Drive extension runs east and west and not north – an extension north would be another 
entirely different project.  Maley Drive provides little benefit to those in the north and virtually no benefit 
whatsoever to those in the southern portions of the city. The mining industry will benefit to some extent, but 
will not contribute to the cost of the road, only taxpayers will pay for the roads construction and ongoing 
maintenance and eventual replacement.  Note: The provincial government does not allow municipalities to 
charge tolls for road usage.  
 
Myth Two:  Maley Drive is to be a perimeter “ring road” like the bypass around the south of the city which has 
existed for many years and which it is understood was paid for by the province.  
 
Fact:  There are no current plans to make Maley Drive a northern perimeter bypass “ring road” which would 
link Highway 17 East and Elm Street to the West.  That would require a new roadway from the Maley Drive, 
Falconbridge Road intersection to the highway 17th southwest bypass intersection near Coniston which is not 
part of the current plan and due to the distance and topography would be expensive. The total present estimated 
cost to create a northern ring road as part of the Maley Drive extension could likely be in excess of $200 million 
of which the city might well have to pay most of the cost. 
 
Myth Three:  The Maley Extension will be a four lane highway with planned roundabouts large enough to 
accommodate mining vehicles.  
 
Fact:  Only a portion identified as phase one will be four lanes, unlike what was originally planned and shown 
on city videos and maps for the whole project. This first part of the project at a projected cost of over $80 
million, shared with the province and possibly the federal government, will be four lanes from the present 
Barrydowne Road, Maley Drive intersection westward to around College Borel on Lasalle Blvd.  The present 
Maley Drive would remain two lanes but perhaps resurfaced but not upgraded to four lanes as part of “phase 
two” until some future date at an estimated cost of $70 million dollars which is at present unfunded by any level 
of govt.  Note: Any cost overruns are most likely to be the responsibility of the municipality as will regular 
upkeep including winter maintenance as well as repairs and eventual replacement.  
 
Myth Four:  Money is available now in the city budget for the city portion of the first phase of the project.  
 
Fact:  Less than half of the city's contribution of almost $27 million required to match promised provincial and 
yet to be announced federal contribution.  With a budget allocation of a million dollars a year it will be almost 
2030 before the city portion is available unless the city borrows in some manner, taking money from reserves, 
other sources or raising taxes.  
 
Please see reverse for more “Maley Myths and Facts” 



 
MYTH Five: Maley Drive is or will take most of the area mine haulage traffic:  
 
Fact: Mine haul material from the south rim, north rim or west end  will in all likelihood never use Maley 
Drive,  The ore from these mining areas will either be shipped to Clarabelle Mill (Copper Cliff), Strathcona Mill 
(Levack) or a mill in Timmins.  In all three instances using the proposed Maley Drive would add a significant 
cost burden to mining operations. Mine haul material from the east rim is currently being shipped to Strathcona 
Mill (Levack) and the most efficient route for that is through the Valley.  Money to be spent on Maley might 
better be allocated to other area mine haulage roads.  
 
Myth Six:  Maley Drive will open up needed land for development 
 
Fact:  According to the planning dept the city already has enough building lots for decades into the future 
throughout the city and intensification will likely reduce the need for these properties even further 
 
Myth Seven:  This project will “boost” our economy, providing jobs and related benefits. 
 
Fact: Road building is long term negative contributor to the community only employing limited skills during 
the construction period and adding little value going forward as compared to construction of social meaningful 
developments such as sporting, arts or convention facilities.  
 
Myth Eight:  The city can do Maley Drive and other city projects within budget and has done a thorough 
cost/benefit study.  
 
Fact: Unless borrowing, raising taxes or taking from reserves this cannot be done.  A study was done by a 
consulting firm (AECOM) paid for by the city using data supporting the project, supplied by the city and not 
independently verified, and which “makes no guarantees with respect to the report, the information or any part 
thereof”.  There is nothing in the report which would indicate the return on investment for other projects the city 
could undertake which a fully independent cost/benefit study would show.   
 
Myth Nine: Maley Drive will provide an overall long term benefit to the city: 
 
Fact: Any benefits if any will be short term and only for those in road construction and possibly mining, land 
speculation and development. Initial cost and cost overruns and on going maintenance and replacement will 
have a detrimental effect on local taxpayers and preclude other possible projects of greater value without 
borrowing and/or increasing taxes as our population is currently in decline and the assessment base is not 
growing and revenues from all sources decreasing. 
 
Recommendation:  As the project has changed in nature and scope from what originally conceived it is 
incumbent on the present council to conduct a full review in the most transparent and accountable manner and 
to entertain presentations from all quarters including the public and as well be prepared to have fully 
independent reviews undertaken to determine the validly of processing with this endeavor that could have far 
reaching consequences for our community   
 
What can you do:  Contact the Mayor and your Councillor to tell them you want to see the city conduct a full 
transparent public review of the Maley Drive Extension Project.  You can contact the Mayor’s office at 311 
where you can also get the phone numbers for the Councillor where you live.  The e-mail addresses are listed 
below.  These calls and e-mails are valuable and will be noted.  Take the time to make a difference.  
 
brian.bigger@greatersudbury.ca  mark.signoretti@greatersudbury.ca  michael.vagnini@greatersudbury.ca  
gerry.montpellier@greatersudbury.ca  evelyn.dutrisac@greatersudbury.ca  robert.kirwan@greatersudbury.ca 
al.sizer@greatersudbury.ca  deb.mcintosh@greatersudbury.ca  fern.cormier@greatersudbury.ca 
lynne.reynolds@greatersudbury.ca  joscelyne.landry-altman@greatersudbury.ca.   


